Role of head computed tomography in the evaluation of children admitted to the paediatric intensive care unit with new-onset seizure.
The role of neuroimaging in children presenting with new-onset seizure is poorly defined. This study evaluates the incidence of abnormal CT findings in children admitted to the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU) with new-onset seizure and examines potential clinical variables associated with abnormal head CT findings. A retrospective analysis of 89 previously asymptomatic children admitted to Sydney Children's Hospital (Sydney, Australia) PICU between November 2005 and September 2009 with new-onset seizure was undertaken. Demographic data, clinical details and head CT findings were abstracted from medical records. The clinical significance and the impact of CT findings on acute management decisions was analysed. Clinical variables associated with abnormal clinically significant CT results were examined. A total of 71/89 patients underwent head CT. Of the children who underwent head CT (n= 71), clinically significant CT results were found in 19.7% of patients and head CT findings resulted in a change in acute management in 7% of patients. Children without fever were more than twice as likely to have a positive CT scan (P= 0.049); however, a substantial proportion (6/45) of febrile children also had abnormal scans. Focal seizures were not predictive of abnormal CT results. There was a significant relationship between abnormal CT and multiple seizures (P < 0.02), and age less than 24 months (P < 0.049). In this highly selected group head CT findings are frequently abnormal and might change acute management. Children admitted to the PICU with first presentation of seizure who have multiple seizures and/or are aged <2 years should have immediate CT or MRI scanning.